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The ZFS File System
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What is ZFS ?

ZFS is an open source storage technology developed by 
Sun Microsystems
It includes support for volume management and file system 
management

– ZFS can aggregate disjoint storage into a ZPOOL using certain 
RAID options or as a simple catenation (RAID0) infrastructure

– ZFS is a 128 bit storage system, allowing ZPOOLS to reach sizes 
that are unprecedented in the industry

– A ZPOOL is a source of communal space for multiple file systems,
snapshots, clones or exportable volumes/devices (ZVOLS)

– ZFS is an object based file system that supports multiple arbitrary 
attributes per object (file, directory, file system, ZVOL, etc.)
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ZFS Limits
ZFS is a 128-bit storage system, so it can store 18 billion billion (18.4 × 
1018) times more data than current 64-bit systems 

– 248 — Number of files in any individual file system (~2 × 1014) 
– 248 — Number of snapshots (clones) in any file system
– 16 exabytes (264 byte) — Maximum size of a file system 
– 16 exabytes (264 byte) — Maximum size of a single file (or zvol) 
– 16 exabytes (264 byte) — Maximum size of any attribute 
– 3 × 1023 petabytes (2128 bytes) — Maximum size of any zpool
– 248 — Number of attributes of a file
– 248 — Number of files in a directory
– 264 — Number of devices in any zpool
– 264 — Number of zpools in a system 
– 264 — Number of file systems in a zpool

If 1,000 files were created every second, it would take about 9,000 
years to fill just one ZFS file system (a zpool can support 264 of these).
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ZFS Design Principles

Pooled storage
– Completely eliminates the antique notion of volumes
– Does for storage what VM did for memory

End-to-end data integrity
– Historically considered “too expensive”
– Current implementation shows that is can be manageable
– For “simple storage” the alternative is unacceptable

Transactional operation
– Keeps things always consistent on disk
– Removes almost all constraints on I/O order
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ZFS Aggregation
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ZFS Data Integrity Model

Everything is copy-on-write
– Never overwrite live data
– On-disk state always valid – no “windows of vulnerability”
– No need for fsck(1M)

Everything is transactional
– Related changes succeed or fail as a whole
– No need for journaling (except for fsync() requirements)

Everything is checksummed
– No silent data corruption
– No panics due to silently corrupted metadata
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Physical VDEV Label Organization

Name/Value Pairs provide information about all of the 
devices that make up the sub-tree that this vdev is a part of
Elements of the Uberblock Array are used to point to the top 
of the active meta data tree in the ZPOOL 

– Name/Value Pair information determines if this label’s Uberblock
Array has the currently active Uberblock
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A VDEV Tree: Defined in Name /Value Pairs 
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Uberblock Layout: Uberblocks Allocated in RR Fashion
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The ZFS Block Pointer Structure
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Objects Are Managed by dnodes

The dnode data structure is analogous to the inode data 
structure used in UFS type implementations
Each object in a ZFS system is represented by a dnode
There are about 2 dozen different object types

– Many are meta-data objects (organized by the MOS)
– Others are user objects (files, directories)

User objects are organized into object sets
– Filesystems
– Snapshots
– Clones
– Volumes
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The dnode Structure
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Objects Support Multiple Copies 
of Meta Data and Data
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ZPOOL Data Structures
A ZPOOL is logically a tree, rooted at the location pointed to 
by the currently active Uberblock
The Uberblock uses a Block Pointer to point to an Object 
Set structure for the pool’s Meta Data Object Set (MOS)
Object Set structures include the dnode of the Top Level 
Object of the set and the set’s type  

– Like all objects, the Top Level Object is represented by a dnode, 
and is the first object in the Meta Data Object Set (MOS)

– This object provides a source of dnodes for other objects in the 
MOS  
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Top Level ZPOOL Organization
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The Transactional Update Model

ZFS uses a Copy On Write (COW) strategy for all update 
operations

– Persistent storage is never overwritten (except for vdev labels)
– Updates are collected in the ZFS cache for a period of time (about 5 

seconds)
– A collection of Updates are marked as belonging to the same 

Transaction Group
– The entire Transaction Group is always written to new storage 

Whenever a Transaction Group is successfully written, a 
new Uberblock entry is written to point to the new state of 
the ZPOOL

– This last step is an atomic update that either changes the state of 
the ZPOOL or leaves it in it’s current state if it fails; a partial change 
is not possible
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Working With ZFS: 

ZFS is bundled as part of Sun’s Open Solaris x86 
distribution

– The distribution is open source
– The latest builds are available as binary downloads from Sun, and 

are updated every few weeks
– The implementation includes a collection of management tools 

(currently command line only) for working with ZFS

A partial implementation of ZFS over the Linux FUSE 
software is available 

– This is ZFS running in user space
– ZPOOL and file system functionality is supported, but ZVOLs are 

not currently included
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Considerations and Conclusions

ZFS provides a robust and efficient storage solution for 
inexpensive JBOD configurations
It provides end to end data integrity with selectable 
checksum options

– Fletcher 2 and 4 options show little CPU impact, but use of SHA-
256 at least doubles the CPU demands of a system under test

Its transactional update implementation guarantees a 
consistent on-disk version at all times

– Recovery after a system failure, for example, is quick and easy
– ZFS, however, does not protect against data loss in this situation

ZFS meta data requirements for a specific data load are 
between 10 and 20 times that of traditional UFS systems
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Considerations and Conclusions (cont’d)

ZFS boot support is not officially available in Solaris, but 
has been incorporated into the latest released development 
binary and is targeted for release in Solaris in late 2007 
New vdev's can be added to a storage pool, but they cannot 
be removed 

– A vdev can be exchanged for using a bigger new one
– The ability to shrink a zpool is a work in progress, currently targeted 

for a Solaris 10 update in late 2007 

ZFS encourages creation of many filesystems inside the 
pool (for example, quota control is done on a file-system, 
not user basis), but importing a pool with thousands of 
filesystems is a slow operation (can take minutes) 
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Considerations and Conclusions (cont’d)

ZFS eats a lot of CPU when doing small writes (for 
example, a single byte) 
ZFS Copy-on-Write operation can degrade on-disk file 
layout (file fragmentation) when files are modified, 
decreasing performance
ZFS blocksize is configurable per filesystem, currently 
128KB by default

– If your workload reads/writes data in fixed sizes (blocks), for 
example a database, you should (manually) configure ZFS 
blocksize equal to the application blocksize, for better performance 
and to conserve cache memory and disk bandwidth

ZFS only offlines a faulty harddisk if it can't be opened. 
Read/write errors or slow/timed-out operations are not 
currently used in the faulty/spare logic (work in progress)
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Considerations and Conclusions (cont’d)

When listing ZFS space usage, the "used" column only 
shows non-shared usage. So if some of your data is shared 
(for example, between snapshots), you don't know how 
much is there. You don't know, for example, which snapshot 
deletion would give you more free space. 
There is work in progress to provide automatic and periodic 
disk scrubbing, in order to provide corruption detection and 
early disk-rotting detection. Currently the data scrubbing 
must be done manually with "zpool scrub" command. 
When taking or destroying a snapshot while the zpool is 
scrubbing/resilvering, the process will be restarted from the 
beginning.
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